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Aku Shaper is a practical and intuitive software solution geared towards users who need to design their own surfboard, based on
specific width, thickness, length and curve dimensions. Especially intended for surfboard enthusiasts, the application comes
with complex options that they can choose from. Intuitive and user-friendly interface When you launch the program for the first
time, you will notice that the main window includes several tabs that allow you to adjust the settings according to your needs.
Tabs such as ‘Outline’, ‘The Bat’, ‘Machine Parameters’ and ‘Board Info’ enable you to set each dimension with extra care and
preview all the modifications in real-time. The main toolbar allows you to zoom in or out a specific area in your surfboard, add
new points and guides, as well as change the measurement unit from feet and inches, to centimeters or millimeters.
Straightforward and unique cutter design Aku Shaper enables you to adjust the dimensions of your own surfboard as you want
by modifying the length, width and thickness values. Simply drag each square to the right position and change the design of the
current board with ease. Since all the values are automatically displayed in the bottom pane of the application, all you have to do
is to change the design of the surfboard while viewing the output result. Additionally, you can navigate to the ‘Machine
Parameters’ tab if you want to modify the cutting file variables such as ‘Top Rail Cuts’, ‘Bot Rail Cuts’ and ‘Bottom Cuts’. A
useful and effective surfboard designer To sum things up, Aku Shaper provides real surfboard connaisseurs with the right tools
that help them to quickly design their own board and adjust the values according to their whims. Aku Shaper Developer: Aku
Shaper is developed by AQUA STYLE and is compatible with all systems and editions of MAC OS X. It is available as a free
program that can be installed and used by any non-commercial user. AQUA STYLE is a small business that specializes in
development of software for Mac OS X users. It was born in 2005 and since then has fulfilled the needs of many Mac
enthusiasts. Our Clients About Aku Shaper Aku Shaper is a practical and intuitive software solution geared towards users who
need to design their own surfboard
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• Designed for surfboard enthusiasts. • Unique cutter design that enables you to adjust the dimensions of your own surfboard. •
Innovative view that enables you to preview all the modifications in real-time. • Intuitive and user-friendly interface. • Adjust
each surfboard dimension with ease. • Allows you to navigate to the ‘Machine Parameters’ tab to modify the cutting file
variables. • Supports cutting of both sides and top rails.Canton of Courchamp-lès-Chaourse The Canton of Courchamp-lèsChaourse is a former canton situated in the Seine-Maritime département and in the Haute-Normandie region of northern
France. It was disbanded following the French canton reorganisation which came into effect in March 2015. It consisted of 10
communes, which joined the canton of Châteaubriant in 2015. Geography The canton is organised around the commune of
Courchamp in the arrondissement of Dieppe. The altitude varies from 13m (Mont-Saint-Martin) to 82m (Suzieres) for an
average altitude of 40m. Composition The canton of Courchamp-lès-Chaourse consisted of 10 communes: Courtrai-la-Joûne :
11 094 inhabitants Courchamp : 13 091 inhabitants Écorches : 7 106 inhabitants Faucamps-en-Amiénois : 2 972 inhabitants
Moulins-en-Amiénois : 8 619 inhabitants Mont-Saint-Martin : 4 603 inhabitants Suzieres : 16 602 inhabitants Tancarville : 2 446
inhabitants Trois-Barrières : 1 516 inhabitants See also Cantons of the Seine-Maritime department Communes of the Seine-
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Aku Shaper is designed to be as intuitive and user-friendly as possible. This means that you can use all the possibilities with
ease! You can access all the features and functions with your mouse. Aku Shaper is very easy to use, quick and user friendly.
The parameters such as the shape, curve, thickness and the length are adjustable You can easily adjust the board design step by
step You can adjust the board in the easy way You can easily create your own surfboards You can design your own board in
different modes You can change the tool in the advanced and intuitive way You can change the thickness of the board in the
most convenient way You can adjust the board position easily You can cut or design your own surfpboard You can switch
between Design and Cutter in the easy way The program is very easy to use You can adjust the board parameters in the simple
and intuitive way You can use the board designer in the effective and easy way You can design the board in the advanced mode
You can design your board on the advanced mode You can design your board by design modes in the easy way You can design
your board in the easy way You can design your board in the intuitive way You can adjust the length and width of the board
easily You can use different shapes in the easy way You can use the board designer in the easy way You can design a board by
the different mode Aku Shaper Full Version Features: You can design your own board in different modes You can design your
own surfpboard You can adjust the board position easily You can adjust the board in the easy way You can cut or design your
own surfpboard You can adjust the length and width of the board easily You can use different shapes in the easy way You can
use the board designer in the easy way You can adjust the board in the easy way You can adjust the board in the effective and
easy way You can adjust the board in the easy way You can design your board by design modes in the easy way You can design
your board in the intuitive way You can use the board designer in the easy way You can design a board by the different mode
You can design your own surfpboard in the effective way You can design your board in the easy way You can design your own
board easily You can design your own board easily You can design your own

What's New In?
Aku Shaper is a small and lightweight (28.2 MB) multi-platform software designed to become a highly efficient surfboard
designer. Besides supporting the usual measurement units such as inches, feet and millimeters, Aku Shaper allows you to
measure your surfboard in centimeters, providing a more accurate visual depiction of the real surfboard dimensions. Aku
Shaper is intended to satisfy all surfboard enthusiasts and this is why it comes with a realistic cutter design (Drilled) and a
customizable polygonal (Geometry) outline, producing all the visual options that you need to design your own surfboard. To get
more information about the Aku Shaper features, please refer to the instructions or visit its official website. Aku Shaper more
>> Aku Shaper is a small and lightweight (28.2 MB) multi-platform software designed to become a highly efficient surfboard
designer. Besides supporting the usual measurement units such as inches, feet and millimeters, Aku Shaper allows you to
measure your surfboard in centimeters, providing a more accurate visual depiction of the real surfboard dimensions. Aku
Shaper is intended to satisfy all surfboard enthusiasts and this is why it comes with a realistic cutter design (Drilled) and a
customizable polygonal (Geometry) outline, producing all the visual options that you need to design your own surfboard. Aku
Shaper Description: Aku Shaper is a small and lightweight (28.2 MB) multi-platform software designed to become a highly
efficient surfboard designer. Besides supporting the usual measurement units such as inches, feet and millimeters, Aku Shaper
allows you to measure your surfboard in centimeters, providing a more accurate visual depiction of the real surfboard
dimensions. Aku Shaper is intended to satisfy all surfboard enthusiasts and this is why it comes with a realistic cutter design
(Drilled) and a customizable polygonal (Geometry) outline, producing all the visual options that you need to design your own
surfboard. To get more information about the Aku Shaper features, please refer to the instructions or visit its official website.
When it comes to swimming with a surfboard, there are always a few terms and names that you are likely to hear. This is more
than welcome, for when you are caught up with the joy of the sport and flying down the waves in your own inflatable, it's
important you know what you are shouting.
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System Requirements For Aku Shaper:
On Windows 7 or higher At least 1GB of RAM 8GB of disk space DirectX® 11 Minimum System Requirements: Windows® 7
or higher Screenshot: Full Screen Original Price: $59.99Our Price: $49.99You Save: $10.00 (20%) That's right, you can grab
the original Rise of the Tomb Raider for less!This bundle contains:
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